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Automotive Lean Production 
Study and specialist congress
 
The industry magazine Automobil Produktion and 
Agamus Consult are conducting the Automotive Lean 
Production study for the 18th time in 2024.The com-
prehensive study focusses on the implementation of 
lean production structures in the European automotive 
industry:

What makes lean so successful in practice? Which lean 
components are implemented and how? Which results 
are achieved in terms of quality, costs and delivery per-
formance achieved? How is lean knowledge developing 
knowledge develop in the personnel structure? How 
does the digitalisation of the production effect the ma-
nufacturing systems? What about the application of lean 
tools and sustainability?

The internal engagement with lean structures alone 
during the processing of the questionnaire is already 
value-adding (Lean Expertise of Agamus Consult from 
18 years of ALP initiative)

Participation is free of charge. Just send in the attached 
questionnaire (German or English). The only condition: 
The plant must have more than 250 employees.

On request, all participants will receive an individual 
evaluation with benchmarks of international compari-
son.

The best plants are nominated for the Automotive Lean 
Production Award and additionally evaluated on site. 
The final evaluation is followed by the

 
Automotive Lean Production Congress with  

award ceremony on 26-27 Nov 2024 at 
Volkswagen Autoeuropa in Palmela.

 
At the high-calibre event, the winners will present their 
successful projects to the automotive industry. All with 
one goal:

To learn from the best: 
Excellence in Lean & Digitalisation

Also on the programme: topical specialist presentati-
ons, roundtables, workshops - and of course the festive 
award ceremony in the 5 award categories.

The winners can receive an editorial profile from the 
industry magazine Automobil Production for positive 
communication in the media.

The Automotive Lean Production Initiative:  
A joint initiative of Automobil Produktion and Agamus 
Consult.

Dealing with the questions posed helped to broaden 
our perspective on our own production processes 
once again.

Accompanied by intensive exchange and in-depth, 
technical discussions we took the opportunity to 
critically scrutinise quality and processes, take a new 
look and ultimately improve them further. 

Winning the prize for the use of artificial intelligence 
(AI) in quality assurance for resistance spot welding 
(WPS) as part of the WPS Analytics project is an in-
centive for us to continue in this direction."

Fred Schulze, Plant Manager, Audi Nekarsulm 

 
Learning from the other automotive players and 
reflecting on our achievements helped us to define 
the next steps on the (never-ending) way of lean & 
continuous improvement. 

The study is an excellent opportunity for the bench-
mark and for critical talks with the Agamus experts 
to understand our advantages and gaps to become 
successful in the future.

Lukas Hlava, Plant Director TE Wört/Dinkelsbühl, Germany 

 
 
The participation in the Automotive Lean Production 
evaluation after an intensive lean-transformation 
process has given us an honest, unadorned and 
profound reflection of our current situation and 
progress.

It was and is exciting to find out where we stand 
as a company compared to other global players and 
especially medium-sized companies.

In the end, it is extremely motivating to see what we 
have achieved – winning an award, really tops it all."

Dr. Gregor Wasle, CEO InTiCa Systems AG 

 
We have used our participation in the Automotive 
Lean Production Initiative to gain a competent view 
from the outside on our vehicle assembly at the 
BMW Group plant in Dingolfing, which ultimately 
also provided us with valuable tips. 

Receiving the prestigious award impressively 
shows that we are consistently implementing the 
BMW iFACTORY. We  always think lean and digital 
together."

Gunther Böhner, Director Rolls Royce Motorcars, Plant Goodwood

"
"
"
"
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H. Value Stream Performance
77 What is the proportion of material cost in relation to the total turnover? 

(raw materials and purchased parts) %

78 In what kind of delivery are these materials been supplied? 
(please specify each as a percentage by value of goods)
Batch (lot sizes) %
Just-In-Time (JIT) %
Just-In-Sequence (JIS) %

79 How many days supply (own + consigned) of fi nished goods do you maintain on average?
80 How many days supply (own + consigned) of raw materials do you maintain on average? 
81 What is the frequency of production of A-products? (one answer only, please)

Several times a day
Every day
Every third day
Every week
At intervals longer than weekly or irregularly
Unknown / not analysed

82 What is your plant's service level (on time in full deliveries) from your customers' perspective? 
(order placement date, delivery date) %

83 What is your suppliers' customer service level from your plant's perspective? (order placement date, 
delivery date) %

84 What is the average overall equipment e� ectiveness (OEE) as a percentage of total production time 
at bottleneck processes/machines? %

85 What is your direct customer complains rate? (product and logistics defects only) PPM
86 What is your fi rst-pass yield? %
87 Number of days without reportable accidents days
88 Number of near-accidents per thousand hours of attendance   

I. Best Practice Example "Digital Use Case" (Optional)
89 In the category "Digital Use Case", we are also awarding prizes for individual projects and not just entire works. 

Each participant has the opportunity to apply for one of the coveted awards with a successful digitalisation 
project that improved the KPIs of the value stream. Please present your project in a separate documentation, 
in a form of your choice. In particular, please address the following aspects of the project. 
Name / designation
Start and end date
Target
Essential contents /milestones
Improvements attained (qualitative, key fi gures)
Innovations/what distinguishes the project in particular?
Experiences/lessons learned
Rollout/further implementations planned
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